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Meghalaya EV policy - The Transport Department of the Government of Meghalaya
has released the state EV policy. The policy is yet to be officially notified. Demand
incentives of more than INR 25 crores proposed over a 5 year period to facilitate the
adoption of 20,000 EVs.

Meghalaya EV policy - The Transport Department of the Government of Meghalaya
has released the state EV policy. The policy is yet to be officially notified. Demand
incentives of more than INR 25 crores proposed over a 5 year period to facilitate the
adoption of 20,000 EVs.

Meghalaya EV policy - The Transport Department of the Government of Meghalaya
has released the state EV policy. The policy is yet to be officially notified. Demand
incentives of more than INR 25 crores proposed over a 5 year period to facilitate the
adoption of 20,000 EVs.

Honda, KTM, Piaggio and Yamaha to create a Swappable Batteries
Consortium for Motorcycles and Light EVs. Availability of a standardized
swappable battery system would promote the use of light EVs by addressing
problems with travel distance and long charging times, and contribute to
sustainable life-cycle management of batteries.The Consortium will start its
activities in May 2021 with an aim to define the standardized specifications of
swappable battery system for vehicles of L-category; mopeds, motorcycles,
tricycles and quadricycles.

Jaguar will be an all-electric brand by 2025 | First electric Land Rover to
arrive in 2024. By 2030, in addition to 100% of Jaguar sales, it is anticipated that
around 60% of Land Rovers sold will be equipped with zero tailpipe
powertrains.The company has announced its 'REIMAGINE' plan - at the heart of
which is the electrification of both Land Rover and Jaguar brands on separate
architectures and commitment to become a net-zero carbon business by 2039.

News
Bytes GLOBAL

Ford to go “all-in” on electric vehicles in Europe and to invest $1bn in
transforming its Cologne, Germany facility into an electrification centre. Every
Ford model in Europe will be available as a plug-in hybrid or electric vehicle by
the middle of 2026. Ford's entire passenger range in Europe will be all-electric
by the end of 2030. Commercial models will be 100% zero-emissions capable,
all-electric or plug-in hybrid, by 2024.
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Meghalaya EV policy - The Transport Department of the Government of Meghalaya
has released the state EV policy. The policy is yet to be officially notified. Demand
incentives of more than INR 25 crores proposed over a 5 year period to facilitate the
adoption of 20,000 EVs.

Hyundai brings stakeholders together to support battery rentals for
electric cars in South Korea - MoU has been signed between Hyundai Motor
Company, Hyundai Glovis LG Energy Solution, KST Mobility. The Ministry of
Trade, Industry and Energy will support the project in consultation with relevant
ministries. 

1. Hyundai will oversee overall business operations and sell EVs to KST Mobility
(a taxi operator).

2. KST Mobility will sell the ownership of batteries to Hyundai Glovis, the battery
lessor. KST Mobility then pays a monthly fee for battery usage.

3. Hyundai Glovis will operate a battery rental service, recover batteries at end of
life and sell them to LG Energy Solution.

4. LG Energy Solution will analyze the residual value of the batteries. It will also
install these batteries into ESS units for fast-charging service and sell them to
KST Mobility to utilize the chargers for its fleet.

5. The driving and battery data will be shared among all parties to allow other
new business opportunities to be explored. 
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A DRIVE THROUGH INDIA’S E-BUS
ADOPTION AND UNLOCKING
PRIVATE SECTOR MARKET

E-bus adoption in India is currently
driven by intra-city application
through government subsidy
schemes

Buses are the most common and
widespread mode of transportation in
India, especially in urban transport and
inter-city routes. Currently, e-bus
adoption is largely driven by the
Government through its Faster
Adoption and Manufacturing of Hybrid
& Electric Vehicles in India (FAME-
India).

In March 2015, Department of Heavy
Industries (DHI), Government of India
had launched FAME-India with an
outlay of Rs. 7.95 billion for the period
of 2 years. Based on review of
outcome from FAME-I scheme and
experience thereon, DHI formulated
FAME-II, which came into existence
with effect from 1st April 2019. FAME-II
lays emphasis on e-buses, electric two
wheelers and electric three wheelers
as well as setting up of public charging
stations. 

About 35% of the total FAME-II outlay
is allocated to e-bus procurement by
state transport undertakings or city
governments under OPEX (Gross Cost
Contract) model. In initial stage of the
scheme, DHI has selected 64 cities
across India to receive financial
incentives for the deployment of 5595
e-buses under FAME-II.

In addition to the FAME scheme, urban
bus providers in Ahmedabad, Pune
and Bangalore and State Transport
Undertakings (STUs) like Maharashtra
State Road Transport Corporation
(MSRTC), Himachal Pradesh Road
Transport Corporation (HRTC), etc. are
also procuring electric buses (e-buses)
through independent efforts.

Under FAME-II, the government aims
to enable adoption of 7000 e-buses by
2023. As on date, around 900 e-
buses are under operations,
primarily for intra-city operations.
During January and February 2021,
around 228 e-buses were registered,
i.e. 1 out of 8 bus registered during
this two months were electric buses
which are procured by STUs under
FAME-II.
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We estimate more than 2000 additional e-buses shall be registered during 2021.

Hurdles in E-bus adoption by the private sector

India has stock of over 1.4 million registered buses, with private sector accounting
for more than 80% of this stock. Private sector is also involved in providing
government bus transport services, though at a smaller scale, mainly through Gross
Cost Contract (GCC) and Net Cost Contract (NCC) arrangement. 

Procurement of e-buses by the government (or its bus transport undertakings)
under FAME-II is being carried out on OPEX model, i.e. private sector bidder (mainly
an OEM) will supply the e-bus fleet and also carry our operations and maintenance
for the given contract tenure.

Despite having a large share of private sector in bus transportation (B2B and B2C
services), it is yet to come forward to adopt e-buses in their fleet. 

Source: Vahan Dashboard, Spoctech Solutions (Analysis)
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Higher upfront cost

Electric buses (12M, AC) will cost at least 2 times more than that of Diesel AC
or a BS VI bus. 
Under FAME, subsidy is provided to only e-buses procured by cities / SRTCs.
No subsidy is allocated for bus procurement by non-government entities.
Few states, however, provide for some capital subsidy for private sector to
procure e-buses, for instance, Maharashtra in its EV Policy provide for capital
subsidy of 10% (capped at Rs. 20 lakhs) for first 1000 e-buses registered in
the state.

Availability of finance

Banks / Financial Institutions are hesitant to finance e-buses mainly due to
the perceived risks around

New technology
Lack of past performance history for at least 1 life cycle
No resell market for e-buses

This results in banks seeking additional comfort from private sector, making it
relatively unattractive to opt for e-buses.

Lack of charging infrastructure 

Rapid charging infrastructure suitable for buses is not available. Charging
infra provided for e-buses procured by SRTCs/STUs is limited to their own
captive consumption only.

While intercity operation of e-bus is expected to be cost effective compared to
ICE buses, private sector is bit wary to procure e-bus due to following:
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Prioritize setting up of fast charging
infra along major inter-city routes
(for example Mumbai – Pune,
Chennai – Bangalore, etc.)

Infrastructure sharing – Government
should provide access of existing
SRTCs infrastructure for depot /
terminal charging infra facility and
parking provisions. This can also
help improve utilization of captive
charging infrastructure as well as
provide additional source for
revenues to loss making SRTCs.

Actions which can unlock true
potential for e-bus adoption by the
private sector

Development of eco-system is very
important for the faster adoption by
private sector, especially for their
intercity routes. In addition, it is also
important to enable innovative financing
models for e-bus which should allow
operator to pay as they realise savings
in their operation cost. 

The following are the some of the
actions which the government can
adopt to accelerate adoption of e-
buses at a scale and improve
bankability.

Recently Govt invited EoI for EV
charging infra for top 10 Expressways
and some important highways, under
which about 106 proposals from
Public/Private Entities for the
deployment of about 7000 EV
charging stations were received. 

Additionally, GoI has sanctioned 2877
charging stations in 62 cities across 25
States/UTs. Of these, over 1600
charging stations will be fast charging
stations under FAME-II. With these
initiatives, it is expected that around
14,000 charging stations will be
installed across the selected cities,
over the next 2-3 years period.

NHAI recently during 2nd week of
January 2021 signed MoU with EESL
for setting up EV stations along
National Highways. However, the
implementation on priority basis
would be very critical to underpin the
development of the ecosystem for e-
buses. China has more than 1.2
million EV charging stations. 

Due to above reasons, private sector
is still in the wait-and-watch mode for
e-bus segment to attain some
maturity.
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Central and State Govt should also contribute by way of exempting MV Tax, Registration
Charges/ Permit Charges etc. to reduce the burden on the private sector for choosing
capex-heavy but no emission e-buses against polluting ICE buses. 

Assigning priority sector status, credit guarantee and incentivising replacement of older
bus fleet with e-buses can be linked to further create conducive environment for
availability of finance to the private sector.

Triton EV, the New Jersey based automaker set to launch two electric
cars in India in 2021. Model H - an electric luxury SUV and N4 - an electric
sedan. The company had also unveiled its production ready Semi Truck with 300
KWh battery & Hydrogen Cell stack in 2020. Model H is expected to be launched
in March 2021, said a spokesperson.

About the author

Hitesh Hiran is an e-mobility and Infrastructure sector expert.
He is Partner at Spoctech Solutions (consulting firm based in
Mumbai) and is advising various stakeholders in e-mobility
domain.

Ather’s new mega-factory - Ather Energy moved from its manufacturing
unit in Whitefield, Bengaluru to a brand new factory in Hosur, Tamil Nadu.
where it began operations on 2nd January 2021. The 123,000 sq. ft facility
has an annual capacity of 110,000 scooters and 120,000 battery packs.

News
Bytes
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On 5th Feb 2021, Delhi Transco Limited, the State Nodal Agency for setting up
charging infrastructure in Delhi published a tender inviting bids for establishing
EV charging & battery swap stations at various locations across National Capital
Territory. Last date for bid submission - 17.03.21 by 1 pm. More details can be
accessed here.

All Delhi government hired car fleet to be replaced with EVs in next 6 months -
Any department and autonomous body of the Delhi government can hire an
electric vehicle for the first time with the permission of the finance department.
Thereafter, permission is not needed to extend existing contracts

On March 1, 2021 - DTC Board approved induction of 300 Electric Buses

Delhi going strong on overall EV push - launches ‘Switch Delhi’ campaign |
Revokes subsidy from Nexon EV in unanticipated move

News
Bytes

Delhi Government temporarily revoked purchase incentive from TATA
Nexon EV. The decision has been taken on the account of a customer
complaint about not getting the claimed range (312 km). The customer has
complained that the car never provided a range of over 200 km. A
committee will be formed to make a final decision on the matter. TATA
Motors has moved Delhi High Court to challenge the suspension of subsidy. 
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Light-weighting is important in every
type of automobile. Especially in EVs,
the main performance parameters i.e.
top speed, acceleration and range are
directly linked to the weight of the
vehicle. Higher the weight, more is the
power needed to get to the target
speed. Higher the weight, more is the
battery capacity required to get to the
target range.
Also, the starting torque in EVs is very
high as compared to ICE vehicles.

The instant throttle at the start of the
ride can literally get your front wheel
lifted if there is not sufficient weight on
the tyre. So, there is a fine balance that
should be considered at the time of
deciding the light-weighting strategy.

Speaking of dynamics, Mass
distribution of the vehicle is the chief
contributor to ride dynamics. In case of
an EV, this is highly tuneable. We can
relocate motor, battery, MCU, Onboard
charger and other components as per
our convenience to get the target
weight distribution. Whereas in ICE
vehicles, the main lumped mass i.e
engine cannot be relocated with ease
to change mass distribution. 

For a vehicle, its mass distribution combined with overall weight
determines its ride dynamics. This write-up covers the FAQs around
light weighting in the case of electric two-wheelers.

LIGHT-WEIGHTING ELECTRIC TWO
WHEELERS

What is the importance of light-
weighting in case of electric vehicles
and how are the vehicle dynamics
different than an ICE vehicle?
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The option of tweaking mass
distribution aids a lot in improving the
ride dynamics of the vehicle.

Which all parts of the electric vehicle
and powertrain can/should be
modified to ensure a lower weight?

Major contributor to the weight of an
electric vehicle is the battery pack, but
reducing battery weight is subject to
cellular chemistry level R&D. As a light
weighting strategy, each and every part
in the EV should be designed for
minimum weight and max factor of
safety. Due to less amount of parts in
an EV, weight of frame can be reduced.
Apart from that, rotating parts such as
rims, tyre, brake rotor etc contribute to
weight and rotational inertia of the
vehicle. High attention should be given
to such parts, so to increase the overall
acceleration performance of the
vehicle.

What are the ways to achieve light-
weighting in EVs?

Lightweight structure and parts can be
designed using topology optimization
process and light weight construction
materials. Apart from that, designing
parts to serve multiple purpose can
also result into weight reduction. For
an example, accommodating battery
pack into the floor board adds
structural rigidity to frame, less 

material is required in encasing battery
pack and lowers the Centre of Gravity
of the vehicle. Another example would
be designing motor casing with upper
pick up points of monoshock and swing
arm pivot in case of mid mount motor.

Current trends in light weighting of
electric 2Ws are limited to use of Al
alloy, Al-Mg alloys and Topology
Optimization of parts. Other new age
tech such as Carbon Fiber Reinforced
Polymer (CFRP) composite parts and
frame are at very nascent stage due to
its production limitation. Also, the use
of noble metals like Titanium(Ti) and its
Alloy is at a nascent stage due to cost
factor.

We are likely to observe rise of CFRP, Ti
and Ti-alloy with widespread availability
of additive manufacturing technology.
Also to get max benefits of topology
optimization, additive manufacturing is
the best technology.

What are the trade-offs with respect
to costs and performance? What are
your recommendations to achieve the
optimal tradeoff for an electric 2W?

As mentioned in above answer, Al alloy
and Al-mg alloy are available in market
which can aide decrease in weight of
vehicle but it comes with comparatively
higher cost. Plus, Al alloys has low
fatigue performance when compared
to Steel.
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Due to low fatigue performance of Al
alloy, parts are prone to catastrophic
failure under fatigue. So, special care
should be taken while designing such
parts.

Our recommendation is to use steel in
majority of cases. As steel is
predominantly used in the automobile
industry, the production techniques for
steel parts are at matured stage in
India. Also, steel is considered one the
best material for fatigue performance.

Can you talk about mass
decompounding effects?

Mass decompounding is a very
effective strategy for light-weighting of
EVs. For E2W, systems such as Handle
bar assembly, body panels, rims and
tyres can be used to apply mass
decompounding and get best suitable
results of it. 

As E2W have less number of parts,
mass decompounding and light
weighting strategy are aligned to part
level optimization process.

Is it possible to use the body for energy
storage? 

Using body as energy storage system is
possible in 4W applications. But in case
of 2Ws, doing so will compromise the
possibility of swapping.

How is Oben EV approaching this
concept in their product
development?

At Oben, we are highly focused on
light-weighting the vehicle by using
prevailing materials. Use of new age
technology such as topology
optimization with available grades of
steel, which results in best cost to
performance ratio. Once the new age
technologies and materials would be
common place, we will start adopting it.
Apart from that, we are using high
density cells available in market at
present stage to get best cost to
weight and cost to performance ratio.

About the author
Dinkar Agrawal is the founder of Oben EV – an upcoming EV
start-up currently developing an electric scooter and
charging infrastructure in India and abroad.
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INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY
(IEA) - EV OUTLOOK

IEA released a report on ‘India Energy Outlook - 2021’, projecting multiple scenarios for
India’s overall energy futures. This table displays the agency’s projected numbers for
electric vehicle penetration in the country under the Stated Policy Scenario (STEPS) -
based on today’s policy settings, constraints and assumption that the spread
of Covid-19 is largely brought under control in 2021.



While the term Electric Vehicles (EV) is
often used in the context of a BEV
(Battery Electric Vehicle), there is
another promising EV technology that
may hold the key to sustainable clean
transportation in the long term – Fuel
Cell Electric Vehicles or FCEVs.
Hydrogen FCEVs are propelled by an
electric motor, like a Battery Electric
Vehicle. However, in place of a
rechargeable battery pack, an FCEV
stores pure hydrogen gas in a tank. A
fuel cell combines this hydrogen with
oxygen from the air to produce
electricity to run the motor. The power 

of an FCEV is defined by the size of the
fuel cell stack and amount of energy
that can be stored is defined by the
size of hydrogen fuel tank.

FAQS ON HYDROGEN FUEL CELL
TECHNOLOGY

What is a Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle?

What is the current state of Hydrogen
Fuel Cell technology in the world?
Hydrogen Fuel Cell technology is now a
well-developed commercial technology
for both stationary (e.g. telecom
towers, data centres) as well as mobile
applications (e.g. FCEVs, drones). 
From the environment point of view, it
provides a more sustainable solution
compared to battery-based solutions.
Several developed countries like Japan,
Germany, USA, Netherlands etc. are 

Cover Image: Toyota Fuel Cell Vehicle Video
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What is the current state of Hydrogen
Fuel Cell technology in India?

In India, several PSUs (IOCL, BHEL,
NCL-Pune), public funded research labs
(CECRI – Tamil Nadu , CFCT –
Hyderabad), academic institutes (IITs)
and few industry players like Reliance
are actively pursuing R&D in Hydrogen
Fuel Cell technology. Fuel Cells stacks
of up to few KWs power have been
developed in the country that can be
used to power light to medium duty
applications e.g. golf karts and fork lifts.
However, a commercially available fuel
cell stack meeting the state-of-the-art
mobility applications standards as 

used in FCEVs like Toyota Mirai or
Honda Clarity is yet to be developed. 

From the government side – in July
2020, the Ministry of Road Transport
and Highways issued a draft
notification proposing an amendment
to the CMVR, 1989 for the inclusion of
the standards for safety evaluation of
Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicles of M and N
category. In April 2020, NTPC also
invited EOI for Hydrogen fuel cell buses
and car project for Delhi and Leh.
The large scale penetration and
adoption of Hydrogen based FC
technology has a dependency on
government efforts towards
establishing necessary infrastructure
i.e. hydrogen filling stations.

actively pursuing R&D to expand the reach of this technology to new sectors such
as aviation, railways etc.
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There have to be enough filling stations
for all stakeholders to see the value in
investing in an FCEV. In a way,
hydrogen mapping in India will be
similar to CNG as it will be highly
dependent on the availability of public
infrastructure.

However, private entities like big
warehouses or industry can generate
enough hydrogen locally through
commercially available electrolyzes to
run their forklifts/light duty vehicles on
a daily basis. Modular solutions for
hydrogen production and storage
using solar energy can be implemented
to facilitate clean energy usage in
warehousing industry. 

What are the pros of fuel cell
technology over battery-operated
vehicles?

Fuel cell technology based on the
quantity of stored hydrogen offers
longer drive range and can be used to
power heavier electric vehicles (such as
trucks and buses) compared to battery
powered vehicles for which the battery
weight can become a bottleneck. In
addition, FCEVs have longer estimated
lifetime compared to BEVs. The time
taken for refueling FCEVs is 3 to 5
minutes that is a big win over longer
charging times of BEVs. Due to minimal
downtime and possibility of powering
heavier vehicles, fuel cell technology 

provides an important clean energy
alternative for powering vehicles like
trucks, buses, trains and industrial
vehicles which is not possible through
battery-based technology.

Most importantly, the environmental
signature of an FCEV is much lesser
compared to a BEV. In my opinion, the
BEVs are a steppingstone to move
towards a cleaner e-mobility solution
that will be provided by fuel cell
technology.

What are the cons of fuel cell tech
over battery-operated vehicles?

FCEVs offer lower efficiency for short
drive ranges and hydrogen refuelling is
dependent on hydrogen specific
infrastructure (hydrogen filling stations)
to be built/enabled by the government.
BEVs on the other hand can be
charged at home. 

We have a bottleneck in becoming
self-sufficient in BEVs due to
unavailability of raw materials for cells
and cell technology. How does
hydrogen stand in terms of resource
availability and production in the
country?

Hydrogen indeed provides a promise
of self-reliant India given that hydrogen
production technologies such as
catalytic steam Reforming of natural
gas, naphtha and other hydrocarbons,
partial oxidation of hydrocarbons, 
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Other than reforming, there is another process for obtaining hydrogen called
Electrolysis that uses electric current to break the water into hydrogen and oxygen.

Reforming is cheaper but leads to high CO2 emission. Green hydrogen production
technologies in which hydrogen is generated through renewables sources is an active
area of research in the country. For controlling its production cost, Hydrogen can also
be produced from waste materials such as bio-mass and plastic waste. Once such
technologies becoming mainstream, they will provide the best case scenario for
hydrogen to emerge as cleanest form of energy source for all kinds of applications
discussed above. 

As stated above, there are many institutions working on fuel cell technology in the
country. As of now, we are getting some stuff like membrane from outside but
eventually this technology can be completely localised. Institutes like Centre For Fuel
Cell Technology (CFCT) are working towards indigenisation of fuel cell components

 

gasification of coal and water are well-developed technologies in which India already
has the expertise. For this reason, FCEVs are well placed compared to BEVs with
respect to resource availability and production in the country.

Source: https://www.eeweb.com/profile/steve6366/articles/fcev-versus-bev-
competing-or-complementary-technologies
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What all category of vehicles are suitable to run on hydrogen? So far we have
seen cars and buses, but no 2Ws or 3Ws that make the lifeline of Indian intra-city
transport.

BEVs are more efficient for low range and light weight vehicles. But as we go for
long range, the battery weight will increase tremendously. For long range and heavy
vehicles that need more power, FCEVs are way more efficient as power density of
fuel cells is much better than BEVs.

As of now, hydrogen is available (for retail) at nearly INR 700-800 per Kg. The
moment the price is halved, fuel cell can become a competitive technology for
lighter vehicles as well.

About the author
Dr Dhiraj Kumar Mahajan is Associate Professor, Department of
Mechanical Engineering at Indian Institute of Technology, Ropar.
The author is actively associated with fuel cell research efforts in
the country. Views are personal.

Strom Motors starts pre-bookings for Strom-R3 2X in Mumbai and Delhi.
Strom-R3 is a two-seater built on a reverse trike configuration and provides an
all-electric, personal, urban mobility solution. This made in India EV is the first
reverse trike vehicle to receive ARAI certification. Quick specs - Range - 200
km, Top speed - 80 km/h, Charging time - 3 hours, Running cost - 40 paise
per km, Ex-showroom price - INR 4.5 lakhs

News
Bytes

Piaggio launches fixed battery e-3Ws. Cargo 3W at ex-showroom price of Rs
3,12,137, and passenger e-rickshaw at ex-showroom price of Rs 2,83,878 post
FAME 2 subsidy. The company already has variants available in swappable
battery models.
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Electric mobility is rapidly replacing the
conventional ICE based power trains
used in vehicles. Electric power trains
are more efficient and environmental
friendly. The performance and
efficiency of electric power trains are
achieved by advanced motors and
motor controllers. Most of the electric
power trains that we know today uses
BLDCM (Brush Less Direct Current
Motor) or PMSM (Permanent Magnet
Synchronous Motor). These Motors are
very light and efficient compared to the
conventional motors, and for these
motors to function, a Motor controller
is essential. 

make the efficient conversion of energy
stored in batteries of an electric vehicle
to generate motion. 

Below is a simplified block diagram of
commonly used electric 3 wheeler
vehicle.

As one can see, Motor controller acts
as the major component which
controls the energy flow to the motor.
Interfaces like Throttle, Brake or
Forward/Reverse control switches are
connected to the Motor controller,
which processes the commands from
these inputs and very precisely
controls the speed, torque, direction,
and resulting horsepower of a motor in
the vehicle. 

ROLE OF MOTOR CONTROLLERS IN
E-MOBILITY 

Purpose of a motor controller in
an EV

Motor controller is a combination of 
Power electronics and embedded
micro-computing elements which 
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Apart from transferring the energy from battery to motor for generating acceleration
for the vehicle, Motor controllers also can reverse the energy from Motor back to
batteries which helps the electric vehicles to brake more effectively than a simple
mechanical brake system. This capability commonly known as "Regenerative Braking"
also helps the electric vehicle to improve its range by storing energy back in batteries
at each instance of braking.

Below given is a simplified block diagram of a motor controller used in an EV.

Parts of a motor controller

The heart of the system is a micro processor which has an embedded firmware
to realize all the functionalities of the Motor controller. 

Power elements block is the power electronics portion which is basically a bi-
directional power converter. It has the capability to transfer energy from battery to
motor and vice versa.

Input interface block helps to connect the other vehicle electronics and interfaces to
the motor controller. 

Sensing/protection block measures all parameters of the system like battery voltage,
current, motor speed, voltage, current etc. All these parameters are closely
monitored and precisely controlled by the motor controller. Any fault detected in
the system will trigger self protection ensuring the vehicle and passenger safety.
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Communication block is one of the most important parts of the motor controller unit
as it enables the motor controller to share the data with external systems. Motor
controller can send data and receive commands through communication block.
Future of the mobility is moving towards shared and autonomous vehicles. The
capability to share the data and synchronise with external systems in real time makes
a motor controller and an electric power train a better candidate for enabling shared
and autonomous mobility.

It is common knowledge that a vast
majority of motor controllers used in
India are imported. Following are
challenges with making controllers in
India.

-   It should be noted that motor
companies in India have been
traditionally manufacturing induction
motors and Brushed DC motors which
DO NOT need controllers. BLDC
motors have only recently been
introduced for different application
areas such as EVs, as well as inverters
technology for air conditioners and
refrigerators. So, we can say the
requirement of controllers in the
market is relatively new. 

-   Lack of technical capability at
organisational level and individual skill
level is another reason. Notably,
manufacturing of motor controllers
need multi-disciplinary proficiency in
embedded systems, power electronics,
control systems and electrical 

Why making the controllers has
been a challenge in India 

machines. There is a lack of curriculum
and practical opportunities to help
individuals develop these skills.

-   Semi conductor devices are a basic
component of a motor controller.
Though these are not manufactured in
India, there is still a decent supply
chain already available that imports
semi conductors and supplies the
same to Indian companies. The main
challenge with manufacturing of
controllers is with the process required
to build controllers that can withstand
high amounts of current. 

Light EVs in India predominantly use
the low voltage 48V electrical
systems. While these systems have
the advantage of low safety risks, it
leads to high current (up to 250
Amps) to deliver high level of vehicle
performance. Manufacture
controllers that can handle such high
current needs complex processes
that come with their own challenges.
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MG launched the 2021 model of its ZS EV with a certified range of 419 km i.e.
available for bookings in 21 cities across India. Excite variant is priced at INR
20.99 lakhs and Exclusive variant is priced at INR 24.00 lakhs (ex-showroom, New
Delhi).

The earlier model also has a 44.5 kWh battery pack but a lower range of 340 km.
 
MG’s ecosystem partners for the ZS EV Include:

1. Home charging installation - eChargeBays
2. DC Fast Charging Infrastructure - Fortum Charge & Drive and TATA Power
3. AC Charging infrastructure for Homes/Offices - Delta Electronics India
4. End of lifecycle battery storage and EV Charging infrastructure - Exicom Tele-
Systems Limited
5. EV end of life battery Recycling - Umicore, TES-AMM India Pvt. Ltd
6. HybridPack Drive power modules to manage the electric energy flow - SIAPM
i.e. a JV between SAIC and Infineon Automotive Power
7. Battery Manufacturer - CATL
8. Provides core electronics components - UAES Bosch

At, C Electric - we work along with our local electronic manufacturing partners to attach
copper components to PCBs. While the PCB performs the basic functions of the
controller, the copper elements help handle higher amount of current. The integration
of copper components with the PCB is challenging and we have developed necessary
processes and trained our manufacturing partners to facilitate the same. 

About the author

Ratheesh Nair is the Chief Technology Officer at C Electric
Automotive Drives - an engineering company based out of
Cochin with R&D focus on powertrains of light electric vehicles. 
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Ola commences the construction of the world's largest 2W factory. 
Ola signed an MoU with the Tamil Nadu government for an investment of 2,400
crores in Dec 2020. The company acquired the land in Jan 2021 and has now
commenced construction at the 500-acre site. The mega factory will produce 2
million scooters a year and create almost 10,000 jobs, says Ola. It will serve as
Ola's manufacturing hub for electric 2Ws across India and international markets
including Europe, UK, Latin America, Asia Pacific, Australia and New Zealand. In
May 2020, Ola Electric acquired the Amsterdam based premium electric 2W
company Etergo BV. Etergo offers an e2W called AppScooter that uses
swappable high energy density batteries to deliver a top range of up to 240 km
and 0-45km/h in 3.9 seconds. 

Meghalaya EV policy - The Transport Department of the Government of Meghalaya
has released the state EV policy document. The policy is yet to be officially notified.
Demand incentives of more than INR 25 crores proposed over a 5 year period to
facilitate the adoption of 20,000 EVs.
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Meghalaya EV policy - The Transport Department of the Government of Meghalaya
has released the state EV policy. The policy is yet to be officially notified. Demand
incentives of more than INR 25 crores proposed over a 5 year period to facilitate the
adoption of 20,000 EVs.

Euler motors raises additional INR 30 crores as part of ongoing Series A
fundraise. Existing investors Inventus India and Jetty Ventures have participated
in this round. Funds will be used for a new production facility and expansion of
charging & servicing infrastructure. Euler Motors is also looking to launch its
commercial electric three-wheeler in Q2, 2021.

Meghalaya EV policy - The Transport Department of the Government of Meghalaya
has released the state EV policy. The policy is yet to be officially notified. Demand
incentives of more than INR 25 crores proposed over a 5 year period to facilitate the
adoption of 20,000 EVs.

Omega Seiki Mobility to set up an EV Manufacturing Plant in Bangladesh
- to invest INR 100 crores. This will be the first project of any Indian EV company
in international markets. The company will be known as OSM-Bangladesh and
will be registered in Bangladesh. At present, Omega Seiki Mobility has two
manufacturing plants in India, located at IMT Faridabad and IMT Manesar,
Haryana. Bangladesh has a well-established port and goods export system which
drives garment export. This will be a big factor in making Bangladesh an export
hub for OSM. The project will be a modern greenfield facility and will focus on
manufacturing two-wheelers, three-wheelers, and electric bicycles. 

Meghalaya EV policy - The Transport Department of the Government of Meghalaya
has released the state EV policy. The policy is yet to be officially notified. Demand
incentives of more than INR 25 crores proposed over a 5 year period to facilitate the
adoption of 20,000 EVs.

Epsilon Advanced Materials enters the global Li-ion battery supply chain  
- The domestic manufacturer of synthetic graphite has received an initial order
for its Anoda precursor material from two top anode makers in Japan and China.
The firm is also in the process of getting its material qualified with upcoming cell
manufacturing facilities in the US and Europe. At home, companies looking to
set-up cell manufacturing facilities under the PLI scheme are approaching
Epsilon to secure their raw material needs.

Meghalaya EV policy - The Transport Department of the Government of Meghalaya
has released the state EV policy. The policy is yet to be officially notified. Demand
incentives of more than INR 25 crores proposed over a 5 year period to facilitate the
adoption of 20,000 EVs.

Sterling and Wilson Pvt Ltd (SWPL) ties up with Enel X to enter the e-
mobility space. SWPL is one of India’s leading EPC companies. The JV intends to
provide end to end solutions to support establishment of EV charging
infrastructure in the country. SWPL, a Shapoorji Pallonji Group company, will be
introducing Enel X’s Juice family of DC and fast AC chargers. The 50-50 JV will be
incorporated on April 1, 2021, and the operations are expected to commence in
the second quarter of this year.
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THE PROBLEMS WITH THE INDIAN
E-RICKSHAW INDUSTRY AND HOW
TO ADDRESS THEM

The existing e-rickshaw
manufacturing structure in India
is horizontal in nature. 

Majority e-rickshaw manufacturers in
India are assemblers. They either buy
CKD (completely knocked down) units
from China or buy tyres, lights, seats,
horns, rear view mirrors, and other
components off the shelf in volumes
locally or import at the cheapest price.
They then assemble the parts together
in their manufacturing facilities at a
minimum cost to make the final
product. 

The most critical component of an e-
rickshaw is the drive train that includes
motor and controller. In Bill of
Materials (BOM) of an e-rickshaw, cost
of the drive train components is the
highest. The challenge faced is the
availability of quality motors and
controllers at a ‘value’ price. To control
the manufacturing cost, majority of the
manufacturers end up using sub
standard drive train components -
both imported and local. 

Government guidelines for e-
rickshaws stipulate that the motor
capacity should not exceed beyond
2kW. Majority of manufacturers use
motors between 800 W and 1.2 kW
capacity to comply. The motor
voltage used is 48V, which has
become the de facto motor
specification driven by the 48 V lead-
acid batteries used in the
introductory phase of e-rickshaw
revolution. 

This has resulted in a mismatch
between the theoretical load carrying
capacity of a 48V, 800 W or a 1.2 kW
motor and the real-world scenario of
overloading. 

It is a common practice to carry more
than the prescribed limit of four
passengers. This affects both the
motor life and the battery life - be it
Li-ion or lead acid, thereby reducing
the life of the vehicles by 2-3 years.
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On similar lines, assemblers do not
invest in high quality composite
materials for the vehicle body or in
light and robust chassis. 

The design of the traditional L5
category auto never changed in the
last 40-50 years, and similarly we see
the design of an e-rickshaw has not
changed from its introductory days in
the last decade. Manufacturers have
not focused on the product design.
Almost all e-rickshaws introduced till
date are same in design, features, and
functionalities.

Hence, e-rickshaws have become a
commodity and vehicle price has
become the only differentiation for
manufacturers. 

Customers of e-rickshaws belong to
low income category whose disposable
income and ‘willingness to pay’ for the
product is low. They typically rely on
bank financing. However, as the quality
of the vehicle is poor and the life of
the vehicle sort, lending institutions
typically charge high lending rates, in
twenties, to mitigate their risks. In big
India cities, many customers are
migrants from rural areas of other
states, which increases the risks of the
lending institutions.

There are more than 300 e-
rickshaw manufacturers or
assemblers in India who
jockey to sell their vehicles,
a commodity, to this
customer category with price
as the only differentiator.
They face dual challenges of
low disposable income
customer group and
reluctance of the lending
institutions.

Image for represenation only. 
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What is the way out for the industry?

Assemblers/manufacturers can focus
on using better quality and higher
capacity drive train components by
collaborating with component
manufacturers in design phase and
developing components grounds up.
Good quality and higher power motor
capacity such as 60 V and 1.2 kW and
quality controllers will enhance the
vehicle life as powerful motors will
help the vehicle to carry higher loads
without damaging the motor, the
battery and the vehicle. The vehicle life
can also be increased significantly by
using high quality composite materials
for the vehicle body and developing
light and robust chassis. 

The manufacturers who can deliver an
e-rickshaw with a longer vehicle life will
be able to differentiate their product,
albeit at a higher price initially. Over a
period of time, the unit prices will
come down with scale. Such vehicles
will also give confidence to the lending
institutions.

The other approach could be that
assemblers/manufacturers pivot to
become design and development
companies focusing only on design
and development of the vehicle,
including the vehicle body, chassis,
etc.; and outsourcing the engineering,
supply chain management, assembly,
and manufacturing of the vehicle to
experienced contract manufacturers.

In such an arrangement, everyone will
focus on creating value in their core
area of competency. It will help to
reduce the overall cost through scale
and efficiencies, deliver quality
vehicles, and shorten the time span
from design to launch a new
vehicle.This approach has been
recently adopted by US-based Fisker,
an electric passenger car player, which
has outsourced engineering, supply
chain management, assembly and
manufacturing of the car to contract
manufacturer, Foxconn.

Written by - Anindya Roy, Director - Sales and Marketing, Emobi (Bengaluru)
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Disclaimers:

Source: Vaahan Dashboard 
Feb 2021 Data (as per 1273 out of 1480 RTOs across 33 out of 37 state/UTs)

Reep industries sold the vehicles back in 2020 (between Aug and Dec). Those are getting registered now
in Tamil Nadu. Actual new vehicles hold by the company in Feb 21 is 51 - a company representative told
EVreporter.

Data excludes low speed electric 2Ws

Top EV sellers of Feb 2021

Total Registered Electric Vehicle Sales - 18,820
e-3W cargo - 2,168

e-3W passesnger - 9,794
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